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Status of This Memo

   This document is an Internet-Draft and is in full conformance with
   all provisions of Section 10 of RFC2026.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups. Note that other
   groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-Drafts.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt

   The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html.

Abstract

   The purpose of traditional mobility support is to provide continuous
   Internet connectivity to mobile hosts only (host mobility support).
   In contrast, network mobility support (NEMO support) deals with
   situations where an entire network changes its point of attachment to
   the Internet and thus its reachability in the topology. In this
   situation, mobility support is to provide continuous Internet
   sessions not only to the router connecting the mobile network to the
   global Internet, but also to nodes behind the mobile router. This
   document tries to identify what constraints limit the implementation
   and the deployment of a potentially and ideally good solution, and
   what requirements solutions must comply with. Our main aim is to
   raise the discussion on the mailing list.
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 1. Introduction

   Traditional work on mobility support is to provide continuous
   Internet connectivity to mobile hosts only (host mobility support).
   In contrast, network mobility support (NEMO support) deals with
   situations where an entire network changes its point of attachment to
   the Internet and thus its reachability in the topology. In this
   situation, mobility support is to provide continuous Internet
   sessions not only to the router connecting the mobile network to the
   global Internet, but also to nodes behind the mobile router.

   The purpose of the present document is to raise discussion in order
   to identify what constraints limit the implementation and the
   deployment of a potentially and ideally good solution, and what
   requirements solutions must comply to. Most constraints and
   requirements that we have listed are equally applicable to host
   mobility support and network mobility support. Some of them have been
   debated in the literature as far as host mobility support was
   concerned; we have extended this list to include those related to
   network mobility support. Other requirements are discussed in
   [REQUIREMENTS-1], [REQUIREMENTS-2}, [REQUIREMENTS-3] and
   [REQUIREMENTS-4].  All requirements may not be satisfied by a single
   solution. For the sake of modularity, we may decide to use separate
   solutions for different aspects of the problem space.  Note that most
   requirements discussed for host mobility support, like for instance
   in [Bhagwat96], [Myles93], [Castelluccia97], [Caceres96] or many
   other papers, are equally applicable to NEMO support. However, they
   must be extended and refined to meet the needs of NEMO support.

   We assume that the reader is familiar with the terminology defined in
   [TERMINOLOGY]. In order to understand the rationale that drives to
   the requirements, in section 2, we describe potential network
   mobility configurations and we make a number of observations that may
   constraint the forthcoming solutions. In section 3, we list some high
   level requirements. In section 4 and 5, the high-level requirements
   are refined in a more explicit manner for basic support and extended
   support. This list is not exhaustive and should be combined with the
   requirements found in the other drafts.
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 2. Overview

  2.1 Potential Configurations

      Network mobility support deals with entire networks of computers
      that change their point of attachment to the global Internet and
      need to maintain continuous Internet connectivity.

      Cases of mobile networks include networks attached to people
      (Personal Area Networks or PAN), and networks of sensors and
      access networks deployed in vehicles (aircrafts, boats, cars,
      trains, etc).

      A PAN may be connected to the Internet via a 802.11b WLAN (e.g.
      user in a shopping mall) and is likely to change its point of
      attachment very frequently, while an aircraft or a boat may be
      connected to the Internet via the same satellite link for a couple
      of hours. Some mobile networks may not move at all or may be kept
      in some sort of home network for a large amount of time

      In case mobile networks are access networks providing Internet
      access, IP devices carried by people (laptop, camera, mobile
      phone, etc) would get access to the Internet via the mobile
      network they are located in. In some cases, PANs may also be
      carried in the mobile network, in which case there are mobile
      networks visiting a larger mobile network. There is thus a need to
      achieve two levels of mobility: node mobility and network
      mobility.

      As people would by definition move from bus to train, thus from a
      mobile network to another, mobile nodes and mobile networks
      belonging to potentially different administrative domains would
      get attached to a mobile network.

      Since cases of mobile networks suck like trains, cars, aircrafts
      are themselves most likely to cross country boundaries, they are
      to move between topologically distant parts of the Internet thus
      between ISP boundaries.  A mobile network may attach to very
      distant parts of the Internet topology, provided it is granted
      access to it. In this situation, an Internet-wide mobility scheme,
      providing both intra-domain and inter-domain mobility, would be
      requested.

      The train example is particularly interesting because it shows we
      need to consider potentially large mobile networks containing
      hundreds of hosts and several routers. Since each mobile network
      node (MNN) may be communicating with a few correspondent nodes
      (CNs), the total number of CNs could be several times as large as
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      the number of MNNs and scale up to a few thousands. Not to say, a
      single server deployed in a vehicle may itself have thousands of
      CNs, or even more. Moreover, whatever the situation, CNs are also
      most likely to be sparsely distributed in the Internet.

      From the above scenarios, at least the following configurations of
      mobile networks seem to be desirable:

      - mobile networks of any size, ranging from a sole subnet with a
      few IP devices to a collection of subnets with hundreds of IP
      devices.

      - mobile networks with a potentially large number of correspondent
      nodes, sparsely distributed in different administrative domains,

      - simultaneous access to the Internet provided via distinct
      (likely wireless),

      - distinct cases of mobile networks moving with distinct mobility
      frequencies,

      - mobile networks displaced within a domain boundary (intra-domain
      mobility) or between domain boundaries (inter-domain mobility),

      - foreign mobile nodes that attach to the mobile network,

      - nodes that change their point of attachment within the mobile
      network,

      - nested mobile networks

  2.2. Observations and Constraints

      In order to drive the discussion on the requirements, this section
      lists a number of observations that may constraint or limit the
      deployment of a solution which looks potentially good on the
      paper.

  O1: Structure of the mobile network

      A MR changing its point of attachment does not **cause** the MNNs
      behind the MR to change their own physical point of attachment.
      MNNs MAY appear to move from the point of view of an observer in
      the Internet, but their point of attachment in the mobile network
      is not modified as a **result** of the mobile network changing its
      own point of attachment. In most cases, the internal structure of
      the mobile network will in effect be relatively stable (no dynamic
      change of the topology), but this is not a general assumption (see
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      section "Ad-hoc networks")

  O2: Mobile Router is a transit point

      All packets sent between MNNs and a CN outside the mobile network
      necessarily transit through one of the MRs of the mobile network.
      In the case of nested mobility, packets transit through the root-
      NEMO, thus through one of the TLMRs.

  O3: Dog-leg Routing

      As a result of mobility, routing between a CN in the global
      Internet and a mobile node may not be optimal. Packets usually
      transit via the home link of the mobile node if no routing
      optimization is explicitly performed. In network mobility,
      multiple dog-leg routing may be introduced by nested mobility. In
      this case, packets intended to a VMN may first transit by the
      VMN's home link, then being rerouted to the MR's home link.

      Non-optimal routing increases bandwidth consumption and
      transmission delays. The amount of traffic intended for the mobile
      network is understandably more significant than in the case of a
      single mobile node (see section "scalability"), then non-optimal
      routing is to be considered with more care than for host mobility
      support. However, efficient routing is usually performed at the
      expense of increased signaling.  Thus, the gain of optimal routing
      has to be balanced against the incurred signaling cost.

  O4: Ad-Hoc Network

      A mobile network as defined in the IETF NEMO Working Group is not
      to be confused with an Ad-hoc network as defined in the IETF MANET
      Working Group.

      In the MANET WG, an ad-hoc network is an autonomous system made of
      mobile nodes (i.e. routers) connected by wireless links. The
      routers are free to move randomly and to organize themselves
      arbitrary. Topologies are highly dynamic and there is no fixed
      infrastructure. Solutions produced by the MANET WG aim at
      maintaining routes between highly dynamic nodes. The MANET WG is
      also considering how to provide Internet access to the mobile
      nodes in the ad-hoc network, but the gateway between the ad-hoc
      network and the Internet does not change its point of attachment,
      so the MANET WG is not concerned with the mobility management of
      an entire network changing its point of attachment.

      In the NEMO WG, some routers may effectively move arbitrary, but
      this is not a common case. NEMO aims at providing Internet
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      reachability to nodes in the mobile network and at maintaining
      session continuity after the mobile network has changed its point
      of attachment in the topology.

      Thus, the NEMO WG and the MANET WG do not have the same
      objectives.  However, an Ad-hoc network which gateways to the
      Internet would change their point of attachment is likely to be
      considered as a special instance of a mobile network and would
      thus rely on NEMO solutions to manage the change of the point of
      attachment, while routing within the mobile network is only to be
      considered by MANET.

  O5: Scalability

      Scalability has always been considered in the design of new
      protocols. This particularly includes signaling load and memory
      consumption which must thus be minimized.

      For single hosts, host mobility support had to take into
      consideration a growing number of mobile hosts and should even
      assume that a major part of the nodes composing the Internet would
      be mobile in the near future. Thus, it has to scale to an
      important number of mobile nodes.

      The scalability parameters in NEMO support differ from host
      mobility. NEMO support has to scale to:

         o a large number of mobile networks (e.g. each vehicle, each
         person carrying a PAN)

         o a large mobile networks comprising several subnetworks and a
         large number of MNNs on each subnetwork (e.g. a train)

         o the number of CNs, which is somewhat a function of the size
         of the mobile network; the more MNNs a mobile network has, the
         more CNs the mobile network is most likely to have. (e.g. each
         MNN in a train communicating with a few CNs)

  O6: Deployment and Backward Compatibility

      In IPv4, minimizing the impact on the already deployed
      infrastructure was an important issue since it was not possible to
      require all hosts to implement new features. On the other hand, in
      IPv6, an important number of specifications has for sure already
      been defined, but IPv6 deployment is only dawning, so, it's
      theoretically still possible to impose new capabilities on all
      hosts.  However, it is not desirable. The rule of thumb for any
      new protocol is to make use of the existing ones whenever
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      possible, to require no changes on them, and to impose extensions
      only when necessary.

      The solution for NEMO support must thus be backward compatible
      with all existing IPv6 standards. If necessary, it will have to
      provide the necessary extensions to maintain backward
      compatibility with existing protocols. So, for instance:

         o Mobile IPv6: host mobility support in IPv6 is achieved by
         Mobile IPv6. NEMO support MUST not prevent the proper operation
         of Mobile IPv6.

         o IGMP (Mutlticast group membership): any IPv6 router is
         supposed to allow hosts on its attached subnetworks to
         participate in multicast sessions. Group membership is gathered
         by the IGMP protocol.

      It is also desirable to minimize infrastructure installation costs
      and complexity. So, the solution cannot be orthogonally different.

  O7: Routers in the Mobile Network

      All routers in the Internet are considered to run a number of
      protocols such as a routing protocol, Neighbor Discovery, ICMP,
      and others. This seems also to apply to routers deployed in mobile
      networks, but we have to figure out to what extend, and how.

  O8: Addressing Constraints

      The IP address is used for routing and to identify the subnetwork
      where an interface is attached to. Each interface on a subnetwork
      must therefore be configured with the network prefix of that
      subnetwork.

 3. High Level Requirements

   This section details a number of high level requirements that should
   be met by the solutions.

  3.1. Migration Transparency

      In order to provide migration transparency, a permanent and
      continuous Internet connectivity must be provided to all MNNs,
      without disruption of service. MNNs must always be reachable
      regardless of the point of attachment of the MR, and sessions must
      be maintained after the MR has changed its point of attachment.
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  3.2. Operational Transparency

      In order to be transparent to the applications and the users, NEMO
      support must be performed at the network layer.

  3.3. Performance Transparency (Seamless Mobility)

      NEMO support SHOULD exhibit low latency, incur little or no data
      loss, minimum delays, minimum signaling load, and minimum
      bandwidth consumption for packet delivery. It should be performed
      as seamlessly as host mobility is supported (no abrupt degradation
      of service).

  3.4. Layers Independence

      Handover of IP sessions is performed at the network layer. With
      respect to the layer separation of the Internet protocol suite,
      handover MUST be managed at the network layer only and
      transparently to upper layers, despite the migration of the mobile
      network in the network topology. Therefore, a change of
      topological location MUST not have an impact on layers above the
      network layer other than a transient loss of performance, as
      depicted in the above paragraph. If this is respected,
      compatibility with existing transport and application layers is
      maintained. In practice, the identifiers used at the transport
      layer should be independent from the physical IP addresses used at
      the network layer for routing. If upper layer protocols require a
      location independent and invariant identifier, the network layer
      MUST provide it with an identifier irrespective of the actual
      topological location.

  3.5. NEMO Support Transparency for MNNs

      In section "observation O1", we have seen that "MNNs don't change
      their own point of attachment as a result of the mobile network's
      displacement in the Internet topology. NEMO support SHOULD
      therefore be performed transparently to MNNs and keep them away
      from participating in NEMO support. Although MNNs may encounter
      variable delays of transmission and loss with their respective CNs
      as the network is moving. This is not considered a lack of
      transparency.  However, receiving movement information may be
      useful to hosts able to understand it, so this could be allowed as
      an option, and LMNs and VMNs, which are able to change their own
      point of attachment must manage their own mobility.

  3.7. Minimum Signaling Overload

      Mobility management is usually performed at the cost of control
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      traffic. In order to be scalable, NEMO support MUST minimize this
      control traffic.

  3.12. No impact on CN or Internet routing

      Session continuity between a MNN and arbitrary CNs anywhere in the
      Internet SHOULD NOT assume any changes to existing CNs or the
      Internet routing architecture. On the other hand, optimizations
      for performance enhancement MAY involve some changes to CNs,
      provided that such optimizations would not cause any disruption to
      ongoing sessions, if not supported by CNs (i.e. backward
      compatible).  [THIS IS TO BE DISCUSSED (in light of the
      observation made in section "Minimum Impact on the Existing
      Protocols and Infrastructure" here above) BECAUSE IT WOULD PREVENT
      POTENTIALLY INTERESTING AND ORTHOGONAL SOLUTIONS TO BE PROPOSED].

  3.13. Security

      NEMO support must comply with usual IPv6 security policies and
      standardized protocols. In addition, and unlike fixed nodes, MNNs
      are more exposed to security threats, particularly identity
      usurpation. NEMO support must provide MNNs and their CNs with at
      least as good security as for fixed nodes and mobile hosts. It
      particularly shouldn't leave more room for intruders to usurp an
      identify nor to perpetrate any kind of attack against the MNNs nor
      the CNs. In practice, all control messages required by NEMO
      support must be exchanged in a secure manner and must ensure the
      following:

   3.13.1. Confidentiality

         All control messages transmitted in the network MUST  ensure
         MNNs' confidentiality. Only the recipient of the control
         message may be able to decrypt the content of the datagram.

   3.13.2. Authentication

         All control messages MUST be authenticated by recipients in
         order to prevent intruders to usurp the identity of a MNN.

   3.13.3. Authorization

         The recipient of a control message MUST ensure that the sender
         is effectively authorized to perform the mobility support
         operation indicated in the control message.

   3.13.4. Location Privacy
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         NEMO support may provide means for MNNs to hide their location
         to any third party. It shouldn't be possible to determine the
         succession of topological location of a mobile network or a
         particular MNN by monitoring the exchange of control messages.
         In practice, MNNs may wish to hide their location to some or
         all of their CNs, or anyone else but the CNs. It may also be
         desirable to hide the location of the entire mobile network to
         all CNs without discrimination between MNNs.

  3.14. Access Control

   3.14.1. Access Control for VMNs

      Mobile Networks MUST be able to authenticate and authorize VMNs to
      gain access to the Internet via the mobile network infrastructure
      (MRs).

   3.14.2. Access Control Architecture

      To be able to comply with the current access control mechanisms
      and achieve a scalable solution, the final solution MUST NOT
      assume that the fixed network would authenticate VMNs. VMN
      authentication and authorization MUST be the responsibility of the
      mobile network.

   3.14.3. Access Control in the Fixed Network

      AAA solutions MUST allow for authenticating an entire network.
      This MAY simply be done by ensuring that the Authentication and
      Authorization is not necessarily performed for a single IP
      address. This is particularly important for IPv6 as each node may
      configure multiple addresses.

  3.15. Internet-wide mobility

      In order to ensure permanent and uninterrupted Internet-wide
      mobility, mobile network should be able to roam between access
      networks belonging to distinct ISPs and corporate networks
      (distinct administrative domains, i.e. inter-domain mobility) and
      via any available access technology (distinct technologies:802.11b
      WLAN, Bluetooth, satellite link, GSM, i.e. heterogeneous
      mobility). Indeed, nothing but administrative and security
      policies should prevent a mobile network to attach anywhere in the
      Internet topology. So, the solution must technically allow this
      kind of scenario. In addition, NEMO support must also accommodate
      to CNs deployed in distinct administrative domains.

  3.16. Unified Solution
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      Should different schemes be proposed, a unified mobility support
      scheme is required. A situation where distinct NEMO support
      schemes are deployed and unable to inter-operate with each other
      must be avoided.

  3.17. Mobile CNs

      NEMO support MUST be optimized to handle the case where the CN is
      MIPv6-enabled and/or itself located in a mobile network
      (particularly if it is a VMN). It must perform efficiently in both
      cases.

 4. Requirements for Basic Support

   In this section, the high-level requirements are refined in a more
   explicit manner for basic support. This list is not exhaustive and
   should be combined with the requirements found in the other drafts.
   Requirements follow from our observations and high-level requirements
   in section 2 and 3.

   Basic support is to maintain session continuity between nodes in the
   mobile network and nodes in the global Internet. The solution will
   have to meet the following requirements [TO BE DISCUSSED ON THE LIST
   - THIS IS A PROPOSITION - AT THAT POINT DON'T TAKE THINGS FOR
   GRANTED]:

   R1: The solution MUST provide permanent Internet connectivity and
       reachability to all nodes behind the MR

   R2: The solution MUST maintain continuous sessions between nodes
       behind the MR and arbitrary CNs after IP handover of the MR

   R3: All the potential configurations MUST be treated the same way
       (any number of subnets and MNN, nested mobile networks,
   multihomed
       mobile networks)

   R4: The solution MUST support LFNs, VMNs, and LMNs.

   R5: CNs and MNNs must comply with the requirements for IPv6 nodes
       defined in [IPv6-NODE]

   R6: MNNs MUST NOT be NEMO-enabled (i.e. do not impose changes to
       MNNs)

   R7: CNs MUST not be NEMO-enabled (i.e. do not impose changes to CNs)

   R8: A VMN that gets attached to a link within the mobile network
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       obtains an address on that link.

   R9: The solution MUST support nested mobile networks with any number
       of mobility levels

   R10: The solution MUST support multi-homed mobile network
        R10.1 : The solution MUST support mobile networks with multiple
        MRs

        R10.2:  The solution MUST support MR with multiple interfaces

   R11: The solution MUST NOT prevent the use of existing protocols

        R11.1: The solution MUST allow MNNs to operate the "CN
        functionality" of Mobile IPv6

        R11.2: The solution MUST support MIPv6-enabled VMNs and LMNs

        R11:3: The solution will ensure that mechanisms related to
        multi-homing
              (defined within other WGs in IETF) will be useful for
        NEMO"

   R12: The solution MUST support a large number of mobile networks

   R12: The solution MUST support a large number of CNs

   R13: The solution MUST support vertical handoff

   R14: The solution MUST support horizontal handoff

   R15: The solution SHOULD support fast handoff

   R16: The solution MUST support inter-domain mobility

   R17: The solution MUST support heterogeneous mobility

   R18: The solution MUST minimize control traffic

 5. Requirements for Extended Support

   In this section, the high-level requirements are refined in a more
   explicit manner for extended support. This list is not exhaustive and
   should be combined with the requirements found in the other drafts.
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   Extended support is to optimize routing between CNs and arbitrary
   MNNs and must support the following requirements (non exhaustive
   list, to be completed later)

   R1: The solution for Extended support must seat on top of Basic
   support.
       This means it must comply with the requirements defined under
       "Basic support" and co-exist with it without disturbing it or any
       of the nodes that do not need/understand it.

   R2: MNNs and CNs MAY be NEMO-enabled as a means to improve routing.
   As
       such be notified and take action upon the change of point of
       attachment of the MR.

   R3: The solution must preserve route aggregation in the Internet

   R4: The solution must minimize control traffic.

   RXXXX: To be continued. Many more to be added later.
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